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HOG Detection - Dlib

Face/Object Detection from Dlib using HOG features:

1. HOG detector also uses the sliding window technique

2. Instead of rectangular features (Haar features), histograms of oriented gradients are 
calculated

3. Instead of AdaBoost, the SVM classifier is used



Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)

Basic Steps:

• In HOG, a sliding window is used for 

detection.

• The window is divided into small connected 
cells.

• The histograms of gradient orientations are 
calculated in each cell.

• Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.

Navneet Dalal, Bill Triggs : Object Detection using 

Histograms of Oriented Gradients [online]. [cit. 2020-01-25]. Dostupné z: http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/voc2006/slides/dalal.ppt



• For gradient computation, the image without Gaussian smoothing is 

filtered with the [1, 0, -1] kernel to compute the horizontal and 

vertical derivatives. 

• Then the derivatives are used to compute the magnitude of the 

gradient and orientation . 



• In the next step, the image is divided into the cells and the cell histograms are 

constructed. The histogram bins are spread over 0 to 180 degrees or 0 to 360 

degrees. The corresponding histogram bin is found for each pixel inside the cell. 

Each pixel contributes a weighted vote for its corresponding bin. The pixel 

contribution can be the gradient magnitude.

• Next step represents contrast normalization. For this purpose, the cells are 

grouped into the large blocks (i.e. 2×2 cells are considered as blocks). The 

histograms are normalized within the blocks (e.g. using L2-norm). In the paper, 

the two main block geometries are presented; rectangular and circular. 

• The final HOG descriptor is represented by histogram vectors of all blocks within 

the detection window 

Radovan Fusek: Descriptors for Object Detection in Image Recognition, Philosophiæ Doctor Thesis, 2016 



Dalal and Trigs experimented with the size of detection 

window and they suggested the rectangular window with the 

size 64 × 128 pixels. 

They also tried to reduce the size of the window to 48 × 112 

pixels. Nevertheless, they obtained the best detection result 

with the size 64 × 128 pixels. 

Bauer,S., Brunsmann, U., FPGA Implementation of a HOG-based Pedestrian Recognition System, Stefan Schlotterbeck-Macht Faculty of Engineering Aschaffenburg University of Applied Sciences, 

Aschaffenburg, Germany

Blocks, Cells:

• 8 x 8 cell

• 16 x 16 block – overlap

• normalization within the blocks

• Final Vector: Collect HOG blocks into 

vector
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http://dlib.net/

Object Detection - Dlib

http://dlib.net/
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DLIB (to build in Windows, we need VS C++ and Python)
In my case, Dlib installation using pip in PyCharm works with Python 3.7.9

It means that you need to create a new python virtual venv with this python version 

Object Detection - Dlib
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DLIB

Object Detection - Dlib
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Object Detection - Dlib
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Object Detection - Dlib
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DLIB + OpenCV

Alternavive: faces, scores, idx = detector.run(frame, 0)

Object Detection - Dlib
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DLIB + Custom Dataset or convert coordinates from opencv_annotation

Object Detection - Dlib

https://github.com/NaturalIntelligence/imglab

https://github.com/NaturalIntelligence/imglab/blob/master/docs/guide.md

https://nodejs.org/en/download/

Online version: https://imglab.in/

https://github.com/NaturalIntelligence/imglab
https://github.com/NaturalIntelligence/imglab/blob/master/docs/guide.md
https://nodejs.org/en/download/
https://imglab.in/
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DLIB – Train HOG using imglab .xml

Object Detection - Dlib

http://dlib.net/train_object_detector.py.html

TASK 
- Create car detection using Dlib + HOG
- Experiment with parameters
- Use the same/similar training data and 

compare different detectors: 
HOG (Dlib) 
Haar (OpenCV)
LBP (OpenCV)

Training data:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/170y2MIVTAC

K98JbGo-kFTRm0V3OAzcuf

http://dlib.net/train_object_detector.py.html
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/170y2MIVTACK98JbGo-kFTRm0V3OAzcuf

